A Simulation Model To Optimize The Painting Robots
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Abstract

Robots have been widely used to replace human labors in the manufacturing factories, especially when dealing with hazardous environments such as chemicals, heat, etc. Other objective including ensuring consistent quality taking advantages of continuous operation of the robots. However, on one hand or hinderance is the high initial investment of the robots despite the benefit acquired when the robots is used. Often, the skeptical opinion of the investors winds down the proposal. Therefore, the simulation of process improvement activities especially on the robot-based production process is a subject of great interest, which requires low to no-cost without jeopardizing the investor trust. In the ceramic factory, different value products are produced. Finding the highest benefit from robotics is something to consider. In this study, a simulation software, namely FlexSim is analyzed and simulated to optimize the painting process by robots.
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Introduction

There are many industrial processes in the ceramic factories, for instance the forming process, handling process, and packing process as well as the use of robots for spraying process. These robots are known as painting robot. Ceramic factories are also exposed to uncomfortable environment i.e. lot of dust, heat and bad smell causing resignation rates higher than other industries such as semiconductors, car manufacturers and so on. Thus, the use of robots is significant enough in this industry. In addition, robot operation can achieve consistent product quality, continuous operation, and easy operation depending on product characteristics. On the other hand, the use of robots possesses its own disadvantages, for instance the high investment cost at the initial project, the need of highly skilled staff to underwritten and modify the programs and also high maintenance cost. Therefore, the management and engineer must have a proper planning on the robot application involving the specific product and process which required a thorough analysis to maximize benefit from robot applications in the industry.

For production process analysis activities, there are many engineering conventional tools and simulation software are widely used [1]. For instances, value stream mapping [2,3], Lean [4], six-sigma [5], TQM [6], Toyota production system [7], Arena simulation software [8,9], Delmia [10,11]. The development of optimization models for maximizing profits [12,13] applied to evaluate the solutions. Engineering economic tool [11] is another indicator commonly used in project selection specially for projects that require a large investment or a lot of resources. In this research, due to the factory has different value products in both production cost, output that can be produced in each day and different selling prices, a simulation model from FlexSim software [14] is developed for optimizing in the painting robots of tableware ceramic production in Thailand. The comparison between current process and proposed process by simulation are throughput, productivity (unit per hour, UPH), as well as the number of workers. The determination of the production conditions for the ceramics painting process in order to get the optimization of painting robots will also be the important goal of this study.

Current Situation

Painting Process Layout

Currently, the painting process consist of 3 stationary robots which perform painting in different positions. The flow chart for painting process is shown in Fig. 1

Station-1 is assigned for painting on the outside surface of the products. There are two robots in this station. Robot 1 will paint on product’s surface position 1, robot 2 will paint on product’s surface position 2. Station-2 will paint on the inside of the product. Finally, the 3rd station paint the pattern of the product.

For production process analysis activities, there are many engineering conventional tools and simulation software are widely used [1]. For instances, value stream mapping [2,3], Lean [4], six-sigma [5], TQM [6], Toyota production system [7], Arena simulation software [8,9], Delmia [10,11]. The development of optimization models for maximizing profits [12,13] applied to evaluate the solutions. Engineering economic tool [11] is another indicator commonly used in project selection specially for projects that require a large investment or a lot of resources. In this research, due to the factory has different value products in both production cost, output that can be produced in each day and different selling prices, a simulation model from FlexSim software [14] is developed for optimizing in the painting robots of tableware ceramic production in Thailand. The comparison between current process and proposed process by simulation are throughput, productivity (unit per hour, UPH), as well as the number of workers. The determination of the production conditions for the ceramics painting process in order to get the optimization of painting robots will also be the important goal of this study.

For production process analysis activities, there are many engineering conventional tools and simulation software are widely used [1]. For instances, value stream mapping [2,3], Lean [4], six-sigma [5], TQM [6], Toyota production system [7], Arena simulation software [8,9], Delmia [10,11]. The development of optimization models for maximizing profits [12,13] applied to evaluate the solutions. Engineering economic tool [11] is another indicator commonly used in project selection specially for projects that require a large investment or a lot of resources. In this research, due to the factory has different value products in both production cost, output that can be produced in each day and different selling prices, a simulation model from FlexSim software [14] is developed for optimizing in the painting robots of tableware ceramic production in Thailand. The comparison between current process and proposed process by simulation are throughput, productivity (unit per hour, UPH), as well as the number of workers. The determination of the production conditions for the ceramics painting process in order to get the optimization of painting robots will also be the important goal of this study.
Figure 1: Flow chart for ceramic painting process

Figure 2: Current layout of painting process using robots

Motion and time study

The study of time and movement of the current painting process conditions of the plate is depicted in Fig. 3. It is found that there are three ceramic painting stations, in which each station has two painting robots. So, for the painting process is required six painting robots to finish the job. The total cycle time of the whole painting process is 481 seconds per one piece. The painting process took a long time, required a lot of labors although the painting process uses six robots. Prior to primary issues of feasibility of the use of robots, with the high investment cost, the issues raised by the investors is now being questioned.

Is it worth to use the robots?
The answer these questions, the production processes need to be re-design. Re-designing the production processes in order to increase the works efficiency by using the concept of eliminating, combining, rearranging and simplifying will help to increase productivity, reduce the costs, and ultimately be able to use painting robots to its maximum capacity.

Figure 3: Flow chart for ceramic painting process

Productivity

We observed the productivity at each hour at painting production line no.1, during June - August 2019 as shown in Fig. 4. The output was measured in term of unit per hour, UPH. The average UPH of each month are similar which is around 110.

To optimize the painting robots, to choose the right product types for this painting production process by considering the benefits that will be the main key as an indicator. Designing a new painting production process to reduce the losses that occur in the old painting production process. Then make a simulation to analyze the output that will be get from the process. Because the factory needs to find the solution that what kind of product the factory should produce and how much. The profit maximize equation was created for calculating the right answer. Process limitations...
will be used as the constraints to determine the amount of output obtained from the equation. Selling price and production cost in terms of production time will be an important variable in the equation. Finally, summarize the guidelines for process improvement and propose the most profitable production planning methods.

**Methodology**

**Production process and layout design**

From the analysis of the characteristics of the ceramic plate painting, it is found that although the top and bottom colors are the same color, but due to the limitations of robots that cannot be painted in the bottom position. Resulting in using 2 painting stations to spray the top 1 station and the bottom by another station. Therefore, a new method of painting has been proposed by using an automated spray booth that is specially designed to suit the shape and size of the ceramic plate. The design results will be able to paint the top and bottom of the ceramic plate at the same time and same station. As shown in Fig. 5 new painting production process layout, the proposed production layout is based on the objective in order to use the robot as efficient as possible. Since this factory currently has 6 robot stations, the production plan that can use the robot to the maximum benefit should have 6 production lines or 6 painting lines for ceramic plate type.

However, this production process design cannot be used with other products with 2 colors. Because the color of the top and bottom are different. As a result, cannot be painted in the same station. The suitable painting production process for 2-colors product group has been designed as in Fig. 6 which is the layout of 3-painting processes for 2-colors wares using robots. Station-1 designed for painting on the outside surface of the products. Station-2 will be replaced by automated spray booth with fix four spray guns for painting on the inside of the product. The 3rd station painting the pattern of the product. For station-2, the staff will be responsible for feeding the workpiece into the automated spray booth. Then press the button to operate the painting system automatically. Then took the piece out when the specified working time has elapsed. Although this station is not painted with painting robots but can also work automatically. The other different from using robots is the setting is done by hand, which has a scale while the painting robots will use the program setting.

**Motion and time study**

After designed the painting production process layouts and process flow charts, the next step will be to study the time and motion of both processes of single-color painting wares and 2-colors painting wares.
Process engineers and ceramic technical engineers who has experienced in ceramic manufacturing process and quality control determined the appropriate painting production process that can make production possible for ceramic wares. Take the operation time by reference from similar products and production processes. The motion and time study in Fig. 7 presented that with 5 workers, the total cycle time of the proposed painting process for single color ware is 103 seconds per one piece. The distance of movement of the painting production process is reduced to 9 meters.

While the motion and time study for 2-colors ceramic wares in Fig. 8 presented that with 10 workers, the total cycle time of the proposed painting process is reduced from 481 seconds to 370 seconds. The distance of movement of the painting production process is reduced from 26 meters to 17 meters.

The layout of the proposed painting production processes resulting in reducing the number of workers, cycle time and the distance of painting production, lead to the process simulation by FlexSim software.

A 3D simulation software was use in this studied. The advantages of FlexSim are models, simulates, predicts, and visualizes business systems in a variety of industries such as manufacturing, material handling, healthcare, warehousing, mining, logistics and more. It is both powerful and user-friendly.

Three painting production processes were simulation in this study. Which are consist of current painting process shown by Fig. 9, proposed painting process for single color wares shown by Fig. 10 and proposed painting process for 2-colors wares shown by Fig. 11.

The parameters of each variables such as process flow, working time, number of workers and work procedures based on the motion and time study described in the previous paragraph. The distance of each stations will be positioned according to the current layout of the factory. Relocation the robot stations are very difficult because it requires people with specific skills. And there are expenses related to other systems as well.
Optimization equation

In this study was analyzed costs and profit maximizing output decisions by looking at two different possible costs structures of single color ware and 2-colors ware. Profit equation is following.

\[
\text{Profit} = \frac{\text{TR}}{\text{TC}} \quad (1)
\]

Where,
- TR is total revenues
- TC is total costs

\[
\text{TR} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} R_i \times X_i \quad (2)
\]

Where,
- \( R_i \) is revenues of product \( i \).
- \( X_i \) is the units of output produced of product \( i \).
- \( n \) is numbers of product

The total cost equation following equality:

Total cost = fixed costs + variable costs

In formula:

\[
\text{TC} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{FC}_i + \text{VC}_i) \times X_i \quad (3)
\]

Where,
- \( \text{FC}_i \) is the fixed cost of product \( i \).
- \( \text{VC}_i \) the variable cost of product \( i \).

Thus, from equation (1), (maximize profit equation is,

\[
\text{Profit} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (R_i - FC_i - VC_i) \times X_i \quad (4)
\]

In this study we considered,
- The variable cost was considered only direct labor cost which was estimated at 1.8 USD per man-hour.
- The fixed costs of this painting production line were estimated at 31.25 USD/hour/painting station.
- The benefit or revenue of single color ware is 0.50 USD per unit.
- While the benefit or revenue of 2-colors ware is 1.50 USD per unit.

From the revenues and costs data above, by input the value into equation (4) be able to know how to plan for the painting production process in order to maximize profit. The output of products produced from this calculation, then it can specify how the production layout should be arranged.
Results and Analysis

The simulation of current and the proposed painting production lines provides the following results.

A Simulation results

Table I.

Table II.

Table III.

The process simulation results of ceramic painting production as in the above table, analyzed as follows:

Throughput

To achieve the most utilization of the painting robots, the factory uses it 24 hours by 3 shifts of production. The working time for each shift is 8 hours. One and half hours allowed for setup the machine and rest time of workers. Therefore, the working time is reduced to 6.5 hours per shift only.

The output of current production process is 715 pieces/shift/line. For 2 lines, daily output will be 4,290 pieces/day.

Simulation result of the proposed painting production process for single color ware shown the output equal to 930 pieces/shift/line. For 6 lines, daily output will be 16,740 pieces/day.

While the simulation result of the proposed painting production process for 2-colors ware shown the output equal to 615 pieces/shift/line. For 3 lines, daily output will be 5,535 pieces/day.

<p>| Table I. The results of current painting processes |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Current painting production process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of production lines (lines)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (pieces per day)</td>
<td>4,290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of workers (persons)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity (unit/man/hour)</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Table II. The results of proposed painting processes for single color ware |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Proposed painting production process for single color ware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of production lines (lines)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (pieces per day)</td>
<td>16,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of workers (persons)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity (unit/man/hour)</td>
<td>7.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Table III. The results of proposed painting processes for 2-colors ware |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Proposed painting production process for 2-colors ware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of production lines (lines)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (pieces per day)</td>
<td>5,535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of workers (persons)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity (unit/man/hour)</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Throughput

To achieve the most utilization of the painting robots, the factory uses it 24 hours by 3 shifts of production. The working time for each shift is 8 hours. One and half hours allowed for setup the machine and rest time of workers. Therefore, the working time is reduced to 6.5 hours per shift only.

The output of current production process is 715 pieces/shift/line. For 2 lines, daily output will be 4,290 pieces/day.
Number of workers

The current production process flow chart is shown in Fig. 2 the number of current production workers is 11 workers/shift/line or total workers will be 66 workers per day. The proposed painting production process for single color will use only 5 workers/shift/line. So total required 90 workers per day. While the proposed painting production process for 2-colors ware required 10 workers/shift/line or total required 90 workers per day.

If considering just the number of workers, it looks like the proposed painting production process for single color looks the worst. But the number of production processes has increased 3 times from the present, while the number of workers has only increased 1.36 times.

Productivity

The number of workers used in production and output are mainly two variables that directly affect productivity. Productivity of current production process is 2.71 unit/man/hour. The proposed painting production process for single color ware achieved productivity at 7.75 unit/man/hour. While productivity of the proposed painting production process for 2-colors ware presented 3.84 unit/man/hour.

If key indicators are the productivity and output of production, the proposed for single color painting production process should be chosen to use as a new painting production process. This decision may not be fair. Because the proposed for 2-colors painting production process is designed for different types of products. Therefore, the number of workers and productivity level may not be able to get the most benefit from the painting robots. Decisions based on profit of production operations should be an appropriate indicator for the factory.

Results of profit optimization equation

Important information to consider before calculating are constraints of variables.

1) Constraints

- The demand for 2-colors wares is only 80,000 pieces per month. While demand of single color is unlimited.
- Production plan 26 days per month.
- The factory can invest to improve the process. But not investing in additional robots.

2) Profit maximizing calculation

Determined the value of each variables, found

- FC1 is fixed cost of proposed for single color painting production process.
  FC1 = 31.25 / 116.25 = 0.27 USD/piece.
- VC1 is variable cost of proposed for single color painting production process.
  VC1 = (1.80 x 5) / 116.25 = 0.077 USD/piece.
- VC2 is variable cost of proposed for 2-colors painting production process.
  VC2 = (1.80 x 10) / 76.87 = 0.234 USD/piece.
- X1 is amount of single color wares
- X2 is amount of 2-colors wares

From equation (4) and information we have,

Profit1 = (0.50 – 0.27 – 0.077)*X1 = 0.153X1
Profit2 = (1.50 – 0.41 – 0.234)*X2 = 0.856X2
The total profit is,
Profit = 0.153X1 + 0.856X2

| Table IV. Profit of new layout of painting production process option no.1 |
|-----------------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Ware type                | Painting lines | Output (pcs/day) | Unit profit (USD) | Net profit (USD) |
| Single color             | 2               | 5,580            | 0.153            | 854             |
| Two colors               | 2               | 3,077            | 0.856            | 2,634           |

| Table V. Profit of new layout of painting production process option no.2 |
|-----------------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Ware type                | Painting lines | Output (pcs/day) | Unit profit (USD) | Net profit (USD) |
| Single color             | 4               | 11,160           | 0.153            | 1,707           |
| Two colors               | 1               | 1,845            | 0.856            | 1,579           |

Profit presented in table IV is 3,488 USD/day which is more than profit presented in table V which have 3,287. Therefore, when using maximum profits as an indicator to improve the painting production process using robots, there should be 2 production lines for single color wares and also 2 production lines for 2-colors wares as presented in From the production layout that shown in Fig. 12, then the simulation of the production process as shown in Fig. 13 shows that the output of the products the same
as given in Table IV. This is because the variable values are the same. Therefore, the data in Table IV is accurate and reliable.

**Conclusion**

Process analysis using traditional engineering tools can provide better analysis results when combined with simulation software. FlexSim is proven as a powerful 3D simulation program that is suitable for use in process simulation. Leads to improve the production process to be able to operate machinery such as ceramic painting robots which has invested a lot for the highest efficiency. Indicators for project selection, if only the output is insufficient. The maximum profits should also be used as indicators. To make the decision more accurate as the case study.
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